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BY THE BEGINNING OF THE PRESENT
decade, it had become clear that efforts to
improve U.S. electric power systems as
well as power systems around the world
were being stymied by a problem that was
more or less recognized but not often articulated: the overwhelming complexity of
what is generally and loosely referred to as
the grid had become so great that understanding the implications of changes to the
grid, or even determining what changes
should be made, was significantly impeding grid modernization. Less obvious,
but just as significant, changes to the grid
were already occurring that increasingly
diverged from the basic principles and
assumptions under which the 20th century
grid was developed. These changes could
lead to severe consequences for grid reliability and functionality if they were not
addressed. New developments are largely
driven by evolving consumer expectations, the emergence of new technologies,
and the change from central economies of
scale to network economies. The latter is
driven by increased penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) connected
at the distribution level (“the grid edge”)
and by ubiquitous communication connectivity. Additional
drivers include deficiencies in resilience and increasing
threat of cyberattack.
In 2014, we at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) introduced the concept of Grid Architecture
to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) as a discipline that
could address the grid as a whole and provide the means to

manage the inherent complexity of grid modernization. Grid
Architecture has its antecedents in system architecture, but
we combined that discipline with additional elements from
network engineering, software engineering, control theory,
and various forms of mathematics, including optimization
methods and graph theory, and applied these to electric
power systems.
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A Core
Discipline for
Grid Modernization
Grid Architecture
Grid Architecture is the application of system
architecture, network theory, and control theory
to the electric power grid. It is the highest-level
description of the complete grid and a key tool
to help understand and define the many complex
interactions that exist in present and future grids.
Generally speaking, an architecture is an
abstract model of a complex system that we use to
reason about its structure and behavior and predict
its characteristics. A grid architecture functions in
the same way for electric power systems. We refer
to any particular representation of this type as a
grid architecture and to the discipline we use as
Grid Architecture.
A system architecture is comprised of three
kinds of elements:
1) black box components: elements whose internal workings are not of concern (hence,
“black box”) and may be of any scale, from
a device, e.g., a transformer, to an entire
system, such as a communications network
2) structure: how the components are connected or related
3) externally visible characteristics: char©ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/OLGASALT, POWER LINE TOWERS—IMAGE LICENSED BY INGRAM PUBLISHING
acteristics of the components, the structures, and the whole system.
Components, along with their characteristics, combine with structure (also including its characteristics) to
yield systems. Although we treat components as black boxes, this is not an excuse for the architect to specify
magic boxes that cannot exist; therefore, we use various methods to ensure that the specified architectures are
grounded in reality.
The uses of grid architecture are many and include
✔ identifying legacy constraints
✔ removing structural barriers and redefining essential limits
✔ managing system complexity (and therefore risk)
✔ setting essential bounds on system behavior
✔ identifying gaps in theory, technology, organization, and so forth
✔ facilitating communication among stakeholders
✔ defining platforms and interfaces and informing interoperability.
An architecture is not a design. An architecture admits many possible implementations, any of which must fit
inside the bounds or constraints defined by the architect, whereas a design is a specific expression of an architecture that admits exactly one implementation. One role of the architect is to define the smallest set of constraints
needed to ensure that the resulting system will have the right characteristics and behavior while minimizing
limitations on the grid developers, designers, and engineers as much as possible. For the grid, complexity makes
this a challenging proposition.
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The complexity of the grid goes well beyond the levels
we associate with many sophisticated systems. In fact, we
designate it as ultra-large-scale (ULS) complexity, using a
concept developed at Carnegie Mellon University. This level
of complexity arises from the grid’s many already complex
structures, and these structures are interconnected and interact in complicated ways. Such systems have characteristics
that pose special challenges, including
✔✔ inherently conflicting diverse requirements
✔✔ decentralized data, control, and development
✔✔ continuous (or at least long time-scale) evolution and
deployment
✔✔ heterogeneous, inconsistent, and changing elements
✔✔ operation involving wide time scales
✔✔ operation involving wide geographic scales
✔✔ normal failures (failures are common and frequent,
not exceptional events).
The consequences of these ULS properties are many and
sometimes surprising. One consequence is that it is not possible to define a comprehensive set of use cases for grid modernization; therefore, many architectural methods depending
on use case sets as inputs fail to yield strong results. Instead,
we use a combination of emerging trends, systemic issues, and
legacy constraints as key inputs to developing new architectural views for the grid. To do this, grid architecture replaces
many older architectural paradigms with newer ones developed from applying mathematical methods and ULS principles, in addition to the experience acquired from dealing with
grid modernization problems. Table 1 shows several of these
paradigms shifts.
One of the most important grid architecture paradigm
shifts is the extensive focus on structure because it determines the essential limits or bounds on what a complex system can and cannot do. Most design and implementation processes explicitly or implicitly assume a structure, whereas in

the grid architecture work, we are primarily concerned with
specifying structure. There are two reasons for this.
1) When the structure is correct early on, system pieces
fit neatly into place, downstream decisions are simplified, and investments are future proofed.
2) When the structure is incorrect, integration is costly
and inefficient, investments are stranded, and benefits
realization is limited.
Grid Architecture treats the grid as an interconnected
set of structures in a paradigm called network of structures.
While the system of systems paradigm concentrates on IT
systems as components, grid architecture views the grid as
comprised of seven classes of structures:
1) electric infrastructure, i.e., the physical means of
electricity delivery
2) industry structure, including electricity market structure (not market rules)
3) regulatory structure (relationships, not regulatory rules)
4) digital superstructure (information systems and communications networks)
5) control, treated as a structure rather than an application
6) convergent networks (electric, gas, water, traffic, and so
forth), which may be found in a smart city environment
7) coordination framework, i.e., the often intangible
structure that determines how disparate elements of
the grid cooperate to deliver electricity.
These structure classes have complex relationships whose
details vary by region, industry segment, regulatory regime,
and other factors.
We have inherited a massive amount of structure from the
20th century grid and with it many structural constraints that
inhibit grid modernization. Consequently, we define the core
problem of Grid Architecture as one of determining the appropriate new structures or minimal structural changes to the grid that
✔✔ relieve crucial constraints on new capabilities

table 1. The Grid Architecture paradigm shifts.
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Classic Architecture Paradigm

Grid Architecture Paradigm

Comments

Focus on components

Focus on structure

In simple terms, the boxes of a block diagram are
the components, and the lines are the structure.

Structure is inherited or
improvised

Structure is formalized

Structure should have underlying mathematical
or other rigorous bases.

The grid is a big circuit

Interactions between electricity
markets and grid controls

Where centralized wholesale markets exist, they
are closely related to grid controls.

System of systems

Network of structures

The grid comprises multiple complex structures
that are interconnected in complex ways.

Data tsunami

ULS complexity

ULS complexity is a consequence of the network
of structures.

System integration

Convergence and platforms

“Platform” is a very general architectural concept
that applies broadly to system structure.

Architectural elegance

Architectural quantification

Elegant (i.e., pretty) architectures are not the goal;
alignment with objectives (as determined by
rigorous quantification) is.
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The grid architecture synthesis process begins with a general
model that separates the characteristics of the grid into two sets,
arbitrarily labeled qualities and properties.

✔✔ limit propagation of undesired change effects
✔✔ strengthen desirable grid characteristics
✔✔ simplify design and implementation decisions.

This definition inherently assumes that while we are not working in a green field or developing country, the methods we
employ would work just as well in those situations. There would
be no need to identify legacy grid constraints, but the issue of
specifying new structures would remain.

Principles and Methods
The creation of a grid architecture involves some processes
familiar to most architects and engineers and other methods
that may not be familiar. We use two sets of principles in
the creation of grid architectures: one set is general and outlines the bases for developing good architectures, while the
other is specific to the particular architectural problem being
solved and varies from architecture to architecture. Some of
the general principles are as follows:
✔✔ A good architecture is one that meets the needs of the
stakeholders (especially the users) to their satisfaction, does not violate established principles of system
architecture, and takes into account the stakeholders’
relevant characteristics.
✔✔ Architectural structures should have formal bases
where possible to minimize ad hoc configurations
with unknown properties.
✔✔ Good architectures have conceptual integrity (free
from unnecessary complexities or exceptions, traceable back to basic core principles and rigorous bases, similar problems are solved in similar ways, and
so forth).
✔✔ Conceptual integrity is best achieved by a small, cohesive team of like-minded architects.
✔✔ Architecture should be the product of a single architect or small team with an identified leader.
✔✔ Stakeholders should be involved in the process as
much as possible, giving frequent and honest feedback
on all aspects of the system architecture.
✔✔ Essential functionality drives complexity, not architectural “elegance.”
✔✔ Architecture should produce enforceable key constraints.
✔✔ The architect must be cognizant of the global system
when optimizing subsystems.
✔ ✔ Each component should be responsible for only
a specific feature or functionality or aggregation of
cohesive functionality. Components should be couseptember/october 2019

pled only through explicit structure, avoiding hidden
coupling where possible.
✔✔ Architecture should not depend on a particular commercial product or tool.
✔✔ The system architect is not a generalist but, rather, a
specialist in managing complexity.
This last principle is a crucial point: while we generate a variety of documents, drawings, and so forth in the
process of creating grid architectures, our primary product
is stakeholder insight. In that connection, grid architecture recognizes a very wide set of potential stakeholders,
including consumers, asset owners and operators, public
policy makers and regulators, utility executives, engineers
and grid operators, grid product developers and vendors,
and researchers. Because this article is not just for architects
and engineers, we use tools and methods that are much more
widely accessible than the typical architects’ tool kit/workbench products.
For specific architectures, we also develop and apply a set
of principles that we use to guide the architectural decision
process, and we explicitly relate architectural elements to
them. Regarding the high grid resilience reference architecture we have been developing as part of the DOE Grid Modernization Initiative, we created and documented a set of
principles derived from a definition of resilience for the grid
and used those selected and combined structural representations to create a revised model for the grid with improved
inherent resilience characteristics.
The grid architecture synthesis process begins with a
general model that separates the characteristics of the grid
into two sets, arbitrarily labeled qualities and properties, as
shown in Figure 1. Qualities are those characteristics seen by
the users of the system; we think of them as existing in the
problem domain, and the users’ expectations for these qualities are input requirements for the architecture. We label the
characteristics seen or required by the designers, builders,
and operators of the system as properties and treat them as
solution domain elements that are also requirements. This
model has practical implications for stakeholder communication and architectural evaluation, as further discussed in
this this section. The conflation of these two sets of characteristics can, and often does, cause considerable confusion,
and one role of the grid architect is to help stakeholders sort
them out.
We use the general model for architecture synthesis
shown in Figure 2. As with all architectural and engineering
ieee power & energy magazine
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design processes, considerable effort goes into compiling and
validating requirements. But unlike other architectural processes, in the grid architecture method, we use those inputs,
along with emerging trends and a variety of constraints, to

synthesize a set of systemic issues and then use them along
with the architectural principles and formal bases to derive
the architecture. We employ a limited set of use case scenarios as sanity checks on the architecture but do not attempt
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figure 1. The (a) synthesis and (b) analysis views of system architectures.
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figure 2. The general architecture synthesis process.
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to use them as primary inputs to the architectural development process.
The outputs derived from the developmental process are
typical for architectural processes, i.e., specifications, diagrams, and lists. We also analyze the architecture for validation purposes, which may include expert reviews and various
kinds of simulations or field tests. We create white papers
that explain aspects of the architecture in detail; because our
primary product is stakeholder insight and it is insufficient
to show only the architecture, we must also explain why the
architecture is as specified. Such explanations are often crucial to the acceptance and uptake of the work.
Because we focus so much on structure in the grid architecture work, we use a variety of visual depictions of the various
structures that comprise the grid. Some are well known, e.g.,
we use bus and branch models for transmission systems and
one-line diagrams for distribution systems. We use standard
network topology diagrams for communications networks and
ordinary control system block diagrams as well.
For industry structure, we make extensive use of a tool
more commonly associated with database design, i.e., entityrelationship (E-R) diagrams. We have customized E-R
diagrams for grid architecture by constructing them as multilayer diagrams where the boxes are industry entity classes
and the lines represent relationships (bundles of behaviors)
connecting them. The layers indicate relationships for reliability coordination, energy delivery and services, control
and coordination, federal regulation, state regulation, retail,
and wholesale market interactions. We have created detailed
models of this type for New York, California, Texas (the
Electric Reliability Council of Texas), the Pacific Northwest,
and generalized vertically integrated utilities and generation
and transmission/co-operative organizations. We built these
models because, for the several years that we have been
doing this work, such models were not available. These models are necessary because industry structure is the context in
which changes are being made to grid structure, and without
such models it is very difficult to understand the rippling
effects of change.
It is time-consuming to construct these models, and we
often find that the various organizations in a region do not
have similar views of the structure or nature of the relationships involved. We have developed specific methods for
using such diagrams to assist stakeholders in understanding
the effects of proposed large-scale changes to the grid or in
grid-management processes.
We have also constructed E-R diagram models for U.S.
electricity markets and regulating electric utilities. These
are structural models, meaning they are not descriptions
of regulations, markets, or rules but of organization and
composition. In the case of regulations, the model shows
which are doing the regulating, which are being regulated,
and what specifically is being regulated. The model is quite
complex, and validation by industry experts was difficult
and time-consuming.
september/october 2019

In the case of electricity markets, there are two parts to the
model. One part focuses on the entities operating the v arious
markets, and the other is a component-allocation model,
which shows the types and locations of existing market products and identifies who the market participant entities are for
these market elements. As mentioned previously, we built
these models because we could not find any existing representation that showed the entire scope of electricity markets
in the United States.
We have also built and make use of market-control process
charts for organized wholesale markets and grid operations at
selected system operators. The process charts describe the
various steps and time scales involved in the nonreal-time
and real-time grid operations at independent system operators (ISOs) and regional transmission operators (RTOs). All
of the market-related models are useful in developing structural models for transmission/distribution (T/D) coordination
in the context of growing DER penetration, a topic of considerable attention worldwide. The article by Paul De Martini in
this issue covers some of the architectural approaches for T/D
coordination being considered in various countries.
For coordination frameworks, we use skeleton diagrams
that show entities or systems as boxes connected by lines
indicating coordination data flow paths. We usually derive
these from the inspection of industry structure diagrams
by focusing on grid control, market interactions, and asset
dispatch. Considerable complications arise from the presence of DERs and third-party aggregators, remote building managers, merchant DER operators, and other energy
services providers. The structural issues associated with
third-party aggregators in particular have been the subject
of considerable work on our part because of the desire of
many parties to use the electric grid as a means of carrying out energy-based transactions. Using a rigorous mathematical basis, we have derived a structural framework for
the resolution of both T/D coordination and the coordination of DERs with the presence of third parties. This work
informs interface and interoperability issues for DERs as
well as distribution-level DER interconnection grid codes.
We also make use of software and system component
allocation diagrams and data flow diagrams familiar to IT
architects, and we create stack models and platform diagrams as needed to communicate structural concepts.

Synthesis of Structures
Wherever possible, we have attempted to introduce rigor into
the specification or development of grid structures. Some
of the methods we use are mathematical, while others are
methodological. Our goal is to use structures whose characteristics we understand so that surprising behavior does not
“emerge” from systems after the investment has been made
to build and deploy them.
An example of a mathematical basis is our use of optimization theory to derive a framework for coordination structures. In Grid Architecture theory, coordination is the means
ieee power & energy magazine
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by which disparate grid components (e.g., devices, systems,
or organizations) cooperate to solve a common problem.
Such cooperation is the essence of what makes a system distributed as opposed to decentralized. In our terminology, a
framework is a generator of architectures. We have developed a framework for coordination in electric power systems, including edge-connected elements such as DERs. To
develop this framework, we examined a method of solving
optimization problems with highly coupled constraints to
inform our thinking. We were not interested in solving any
particular optimization problem but wanted to consider a
large class of problems to discover the underlying structure.
We studied the technique known as network utility maximization through layered decomposition to identify structure induced by the mathematics. We were able to identify
a core element and structural pattern that can be used to
design coordination networks at various scales, matching the
structure of grid control systems and infrastructure. Because
we had a mathematical basis for the structure, we have been
able to understand it through analysis and simulation, giving
us confidence that we understand its inherent characteristics.
We call the approach laminar coordination framework and
the particular coordination structures derived from it laminar networks. We have also been able to use this framework
to perform comparative analysis on a variety of approaches
to coordination between transmission and distribution systems in the presence of significant DER penetration.
An example of a methodological technique is a process we
use to convert legacy siloed systems into layered platforms.
Layered platforms have many advantages over siloed systems;
however, siloes are common in legacy systems for electric
distribution. Figure 3 shows the overall process of silo-tolayer conversion and platform definition. The essence of the
process is to take the silos and “slice” them horizontally into
layers, regroup some of the layers, and separate base platform

functions from applications. Two types of modular decomposition are used in this process, which can result in realigning or
even redefining interfaces.
Although the platform concept is common in software
systems, we have shown how to extend this concept beyond
just IT systems to grid infrastructure.

Examples
We have been applying the discipline of Grid Architecture to
various practical problems in grid modernization for several
years. Three examples of structures developed using the principles and methods described previously follow next.

Example 1

As mentioned previously, with the sensor-communications
layer/platform, many legacy distribution systems have a siloed
structure similar to that depicted in Figure 4(a). The figure
shows three applications systems and their associated sensing
and communications: advanced meter infrastructure (AMI),
distribution management system (DMS), and DER management
systems (DERMS). In many cases, not only are the applications
separated, but each has its own set of grid sensors and may even
have separate communication networks. When one application
needs data from sensors belonging to another application, backend integration is used to facilitate data transfers. This has led to
expensive integration and, worse, to the evolution of essentially
brittle arrangements. Changing or adding applications adds
more integration cost, which has not been mitigated by attempts
to develop standards for interoperability. Even if this were to be
resolved, consider what happens when one application or parts
of its silo fail: the failure can ripple through to the other applications that need data from the failed silo because they are coupled. This structure is fundamentally antiresilient.
By applying the silo-to-layer conversion method and
defining a platform, we arrive at the architecture in Figure 4(b). This illustrates the grid
architecture function of “defining platforms and interfaces and
informing interoperability.”
Silo
Application
Original
In this model, the sensors, comFunction
Silo
Siloed
munications network, and electric
Partitioning
Identification
System
infrastructure become a layered
platform supporting applications
Platform
that are now decoupled from each
Vertical
Layer
Silo-to-Layer
Horizontal
Decomposition
Reassociation
other and may be centralized or
Conversion
Decomposition
distributed. This structure is inherently more resilient than the siloed
Platform Identification
arrangement and provides for
Application
future-proofing due to the decouRestructuring
pling of applications and layering of
the platform. Note that the back-end
“Platformized”
Interface
integration of applications is elimiSystem
Realignment
nated. This example shows how a
change in structure can impact the
location and nature of interfaces in
figure 3. The silo-to-layer conversion and platform development.
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a system (eliminating most of the interface issues in this case).
This is why it is important to work out structure first before
tackling other aspects of grid modernization.

port strain adjustments; this is related to redundancy
and modularity.
✔✔ Architectural views should provide structures that can
support or enable graceful degradation in the event of
grid strains.
✔ ✔ Known resilient structures (e.g., distributed systems, layering, platforms, and so on) are preferable
where appropriate.

Example 2

Laminar networks, which are coordination structures derived
from the laminar coordination framework, are composed of
building blocks, as shown in Figure 5(a). They are interconnected
according to a pattern dictated by the
mathematics of layered decomposiData Exchange Via
tion and can be mapped to any parInteroperability Standards
ticular grid structure. The diagram
indicates many instances of the basic
Application
Application
Application
building block outlined in red.
1
3
2
Although Figure 5(b) does not
System
System
System3
depict it, laminar networks can
DMS 2
AMI 1
DERMS
include third-party aggregators and
others in a comprehensive coordination scheme. In fact, the use of this
model reveals new value that such
third parties can supply to electric
distribution utilities by providing
the completion of the laminar network. The layered decomposition
approach that underlies laminar networks is applicable at many levels
of the grid and forms the basis for
the structural aspects of consider(a)
ations for T/D coordination for grids
with high penetration of DERs.

Siloed Application
Systems

Communication
Networks

Disjoint
Sensor Sets

Example 3
Distribution virtualization refers
to virtual structures for electric
distribution that we have developed
for high-resilience power grids. In
addition to the general architecture
principles described previously, we
identified a set of principles unique
to the resilience architecture problem. Some of these principles are
as follows:
✔ ✔ Th e a rc hi t e c t ure vi ews
should make use of modularity principles, i.e., module strength and module
(de)coupling, to limit the
propagation of stresses and
strains and, therefore, cascading failures.
✔✔ The architecture should use
structures that enable agility, adaptation, and configurability (including energy
resource flexibility) to supseptember/october 2019
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figure 4. The silo-to-layer conversion example for distribution sensing and communications. (a) A legacy distribution system with a siloed structure. (b) The grid architecture function of “defining platforms and interfaces and informing interoperability.”
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To use DERs for agility and flexibility purposes, we
developed a logical structure for electric distribution that
virtualizes portions of the distribution grid in a manner analogous to balancing areas in the bulk energy system. Figure 6
provides two views of the grid: an E-R representation for the
grid as it is now [Figure 6(a)] and with distribution virtualization [Figure 6(b)]. This is accomplished by first defining
virtual zones called logical energy networks and then a set
of roles and responsibilities for these zones and for the distribution operator. Virtualization decouples the use of DERs
for resilience purposes from the substation service area constraint and provides a structure within which it is feasible
to apply DERs on a more particular basis for bulk system
resilience purposes, while not interfering with the reliability
of distribution. The bulk energy system operator does not
require any detailed observability at the distribution level
and avoids creating a scaling problem and a cybersecurity
vulnerability problem at the same time. This model employs
laminar networks and the total distribution system operator
(DSO) model developed by De Martini and Kristov. The
model is consonant with the sensor-communications layer/
platform structure described previously.

quantify the “goodness of fit” of an architecture or analytically compare architectural alternatives. Most architectural
work is ad hoc in nature, leading to difficulties in comparing architectural alternatives and determining how well a
given proposed architecture fits the purposes for which it
was devised. The lack of underlying rigor in the representation of architectures in terms of how elements contribute
(or not) to the goals of the architecture limits our ability to be
analytical about architecture. We have addressed this issue
by developing an approach consisting of several steps.
1) Represent architectural characteristics in a formal, abstract space framework.
2) Use graphs to map architectural elements to the characteristics.
3) Convert the graphs to matrix representations.
4) Use the theory of abstract spaces to develop performance measurements for system architectures.
This method takes advantage of separating the qualities and
properties discussed previously to somewhat simplify the
mapping process. This mapping of architectural elements
to properties and of properties to qualities is implicit in the
analysis view, as shown in Figure 1.
The mappings result in a tripartite graph, which we then
convert to matrices that we combine through a mathematical formulation that takes into consideration architectural
element contribution levels and accounts for how some

Evaluation of Architectures
One of the persistent problems with system and IT architectural work has been the lack of a means to objectively
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figure 5. (a) The building blocks of laminar networks. (b) An illustration of the laminar network composition. DSO: distribution system operator; BAA: balancing area authority; B2g: building to grid; R: recloser; S: switch.
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architectural elements may support one property and detract
from another. The architectural elements are treated collectively as a vector, and the architectural matrix equation
maps this into a new vector in a space defined by the qualities. Weighting of the qualities by stakeholders yields a reference vector against which we measure the actual architecture
quality vector. We can then determine how well the proposed
architecture matches the desired (weighted) qualities. By
using standard mathematical techniques, we can also calculate the angle between two architectures; doing so provides a
means for evaluating and optimizing architectures. We have
found this method to be so practical that we have developed
a software tool that enables map generation and performs
the calculations (which are tedious for large architectures).
We can also perform mathematical analysis on the mapping matrices derived from the underlying graphs to uncover
insights about the architecture and its inherent complexity.
The set of qualities should have a characteristic variously
described as independent, nonoverlapping, or decoupled.
Well-selected quality sets with this characteristic simplify
the identification of dependency/overlapping/coupling in the
actual architectures. To make the definitions of qualities as
nearly orthogonal as possible, we define them in a way that
allows us to use two key parameters, i.e., time and geospatial
extent. We prefer that properties follow the same principles as

qualities, but, in practice, this is not always easy to achieve.
Therefore, we tolerate some amount of overlap in the properties but attempt to minimize it. Clarity and unambiguity of
definitions help a great deal, especially if mathematical formulations are used instead of intuitive verbal descriptions.
Choosing system qualities and properties is not something
that should be done in an ad hoc or intuitive manner. The conflation of these two distinct characteristics has been an unrecognized limiting issue in much of the smart grid architecture
work of the previous decade. Weak or ambiguous definitions
and lack of orthogonality of characteristics make it difficult
to determine the contribution and value of architectural elements to the overall solution. This has been especially problematic with respect to grid resilience and reliability and the
case for many proposed sets of future grid characteristics.
Our goal for performing the work on grid architecture evaluation has been to remove the ambiguity and subjectivity from
grid architecture specifications; however, the methods and
results do seem to apply to system architectures in general.

The Grid Modernization Laboratory
Consortium Grid Architecture and
DSPx Technical Assistance Projects
The bulk of our work at PNNL involving grid architecture
is conducted under two DOE programs. One is the Grid
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figure 6. The virtualization of electric distribution systems containing DERs: the (a) present grid model and (b) logical
energy network grid model. DO: distribution operator.
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 odernization Initiative, which includes the Grid ModM
ernization Laboratory Consortium (GMLC) program. This
program encompasses a wide range of projects, and among
them are several cross-cutting efforts. One of these is the
Grid Architecture project, a multiyear, multilab effort to
advance the discipline of Grid Architecture, develop tools
for use by anyone doing this type of work, and, most importantly, develop five reference architectures that illustrate
the use of this discipline and use wide stakeholder input to
help develop a national consensus on grid modernization, as
expressed through the reference architectures. The work we
do on the GMLC Grid Architecture project also supports
aspects of several other GMLC projects.
The five reference architectures are
✔✔ high-resilience grids
✔✔ high penetration of DERs with high usage of distribution automation
✔✔ advanced bulk energy systems
✔✔ flexible and agile/fractal grids and microgrids
✔✔ converged networks (e.g., electric, gas, water, and
transportation) for smart urban environments.
These reference architectures are models that we hope
will inform thinking in the industry about grid modernization. We do not expect that anyone would take one of these
as a blueprint but, rather, would adopt and adapt them for
use according to his or her unique requirements and constraints. All of the architecture specification packages and
the tools developed for this article will be available to the
industry via the PNNL grid architecture website (https://
gridarchitecture.pnnl.gov/).
The other major DOE program that uses the methods
outlined in this article is the DSPx Project of the Transmission Planning and Technical Assistance Division of the
DOE Office of Electricity. This project provides technical
assistance for state electricity utility regulators and has had
extensive uptake across the United States, with regulators
working on electric grid modernization issues. Much of the
content produced by this effort and contained in guidebooks
is based on our grid architecture work. The guidebooks are
posted on the grid architecture website given previously. We
also make use of this discipline in the ongoing activity to
develop a revised guide document for phasor measurement
unit networks in work being done for the North American
SynchroPhasor Initiative

Summary
Grid Architecture is a discipline for understanding the
multiple structures that comprise the whole electric grid
and determining how to modify or extend those structures
to relieve old constraints, improve grid characteristics,
and enable new capabilities. By understanding the grid as
a network of structures and focusing on structural issues,
we can enable stakeholders to make superior decisions
about grid evolution, investment, and usage. The discipline of grid architecture provides principles, methods,
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tools, concepts, and reference models to support a wide
range of grid modernization stakeholders. Grid architecture is not just for use by deep architecture experts; some
of the best uses to date have been by regulators and utility
planning groups.
Grid Architecture provides valuable new insights into
grid modernization planning and design as well as the
means to future-proof technological investments and reduce
integration costs—two issues that concern regulators and
utility executives alike. Proper structure creates intrinsic
grid characteristics that bolster resilience, capability, and
affordability, which help safeguard investments by limiting change effects. Well-planned grid structure simplifies
downstream decisions and frees up architects and engineers
working on individual components or systems to employ
creativity with the assurance that unintended consequences
will not crop up to hamper or even invalidate their work.
For these reasons, it is not just important but crucial that
the structural issues addressed by grid architecture be
considered before other aspects of grid modernization are
undertaken. Ultimately, the discipline of Grid Architecture
provides a new and better way to think about the whole grid
as it has evolved in the United States and most of the world
and to manage the otherwise overwhelming complexity of
grid modernization.
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